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The candidates shall limit their answers precisely within the 
answer-book (40 pages) issued to them and no supplementary/ 
continuation sheet will be issued.
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Note: Attempt six questions in all. Question No. 1 is 
compulsory. For the remaining five questions, select

one question from each Unit.
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Compulsory Question 
(3jfw4 TTR)

1. Explain the following concepts in about 50 words each :
(a) Environmental Economics.
(b) Reductionist approach.
(c) Green GDP.
(d) Pareto relevant externality.
(e) Non-rivalry.
(f) Technological externality.
(g) Social discount rate.
(h) Environment protection and Indian constitution.
(i) Environmental amenities.
(j) Different resource values. (2x10=20)
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UNIT-I (^-1)

2. What do you understand by environmental pollution ? 
Briefly discuss types, sources and effects of environmental 
pollution. 12

3RTR, to to TRHf to 3 tor Mf to tol

3. Show how Pareto-optimality can be achieved even in the 
presence of externalities. 12
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UNIT-II (^FTf-II)

4. How natural resources can be managed to accomplish the 
environmental, economic and social objectives ? 12
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5. Discuss various problems of rural environmental planning.
12
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UNIT-III )

6. What do you understand by the irreversibility in the use of 
natural resources ? How does it effect the optimal use of 
those resources ? 12
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7. Why private discount rate is normally higher than social 
discount rate ? How the difference between those two rates 
influences the efficient inter-temporal extraction of 
exhaustible resources ? 12
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UNIT-IV (^Flf-IV )

8. Discuss the theory to maximize the wealth from renewable 
resources. 12

Hcflehfufa TTOripft $ 7JR7T aft SlfWtW aiTft 
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9. Explain how material balance approach relates to the concept of 
ecological economics. 12

'Ttffta; ttjcft qiftf^faeh sisfriRa aft araaKnr 3 
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UNIT-V (I^lf-V)

10. Discuss the conservation strategies for water and forest resources.
12

a aH TFJTaftt 7R8FT aft bJl4lfd^I 77 Titi

11. What is peoples' participation ? Explain with examples how 
peoples' participation can help in environment management.

12
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